We construct the ultraviolet completion of the Standard Model that contains an infinite sequence of Hypercolor gauge groups. So, the whole gauge group of the theory is ...⊗SU (5)⊗SU (4)⊗SU (3)⊗ SU (2) ⊗ U (1). Here SU (4) is the Technicolor group of Farhi -Susskind model. The breakdown of chiral symmetry due to the the Technicolor gives rise to finite W and Z boson masses in a usual way. The other Hypercolor groups are not confining. We suggest the hypothesis that the fermion masses are not related in any way to technicolor gauge group. We suppose that the fermion mass formation mechanism is related to the energies much higher than the technicolor scale. Formally the fermion masses appear in our model as an external input. In the construction of the theory we use essentially the requirement that it posseses an additional discrete symmetry Z that is the continuation of the Z6 symmetry of the Standard Model. It has been found that there exists such a choice of the hypercharges of the fermions that the chiral anomaly is absent while the symmetry Z is preserved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thinking about the possible ultraviolet completion of the Standard Model, we encounter Technicolor and Extended Technicolor theories, Little Higgs models, supersymmetry, extra dimensions, and Tev -scale gravity (see, for example, [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] ). However, basing on the present data we cannot make a definite choice. Probably, the data of LHC coming soon will help more.
It is worth mentioning that the Standard Model itself cannot describe physics at the energies above 1 Tev. The conventional way to explain this is based on the concept of "naturalness" and is related to the treatment of the fine tuning of Higgs sector mass parameter as unnatural [7] . Besides, it was shown recently, that the Standard Model in lattice regularization cannot have in principle the value of the ultraviolet cutoff larger than about 1 Tev [8, 9] .
In this paper we suggest the model that is based on the ideas of Technicolor. However, our approach differs essentially from the conventional Technicolor approach. The main difference is that we do not incorporate to the theory the Extended Technicolor interactions. That's why the Technicolor interaction serves only as a source of Electroweak gauge symmetry breaking. As for the fermion masses, we suggest the following hypothesis: the source of the fermion masses is not related to Technicolor interactions and to the transformation of the technifermions to the other physical states. We suppose that the fermion mass formation mechanism may be related to the energies much higher than it is usually implied in the Extended Technicolor models. The second important supposition of our paper is that the ultraviolet completion of the Standard Model contains an infinite sequence of the gauge groups ... ⊗ SU (5) ⊗ SU (4) ⊗ SU (3) ⊗ SU (2) ⊗ U (1). We call this sequence Hypercolor Tower, the groups SU (N ) of this sequence for N > 3 are called hypercolor groups. The Electroweak symmetry breaking occurs due to the SU (4) subgroup. That's why we refer to SU (4) as to the Technicolor group.
Thus we refuse to accept the conventional Extended Technicolor scheme. In spite of this below we briefly remind this scheme and its difficulties. For the review see [1, 2] and references therein. In the Technicolor theory the new Nonabelian gauge interaction is added with the scale Λ T C ∼ 1 Tev, where Λ T C is the analogue of Λ QCD . This new interaction is called Technicolor. The correspondent new fermions are called technifermions. The Electroweak gauge group acts on the technifermions. Therefore, breaking of the chiral symmetry in Technicolor theory causes
II. THE BASIC INGREDIENTS OF THE MODEL
In our approach the theory contains U (1) gauge group and the groups SU (N ) with any N . So, the gauge group of the theory is
where Z is the discrete group to be specified below. Next, we suppose, that in the theory any fermions are present that belong to the fundamental representations of the SU (N ) subgroups of G. So, the possible fermions are right -handed Ψ , where α andβ are spinor indices, A enumerates generations while index i k belongs to the subgroup SU (k). Here Y is the U (1) charge of the given fermion. In particular, the fermions Ψ A;Y are present that have no indices and the only subgroup that acts on Ψ A;Y is U (1). Moreover, we suppose that the fermions are present such that G does not act on them at all. We denote them Ψ A;0 . All fermions in the theory are two -component spinors. We also suppose from the very beginning that the SU (2) group acts on the left -handed spinors only. The action of parity conjugation on them will be considered later. For the simplicity we omit below both spinor and generation indices. So, our fermions are . This row completes the Standard Model and we enter the rows related to its ultraviolet completion.
Before dealing with these next rows let us describe how parity conjugation of spinors is incorporated in our model. We shall also remind what we call the additional Z 6 symmetry in the Standard Model and how can it be continued to the Hypercolor models.
III. PARITY CONJUGATION
Let us specify how parity conjugation P acts on the fermions. If only two fermions χ α and ηα are present, then Pχ α (t,r) = iηα(t, −r); Pηα(t,r) = iχ α (t, −r). In our case we require that for any configuration of SU (N ) (N > 2) indices there exist two right -handed spinors and one SU (2) doublet. The parity conjugation connects each of the right handed spinors with a component of the SU (2) doublet. Thus
Here Ω is an auxiliary SU (2) field.
[Ω 1 ] * and [Ω 2 ] * belong to the fundamental representation of SU (2) subgroup of G. U (1) subgroup of G acts on Ω in such a way that Ω 1 has hypercharge 1 while Ω 2 has hypercharge −1. Expression (3) means that it is chosen dynamically, which component of Θ is connected via parity conjugation with the given Ψ. The choice of parity conjugated component of Θ is performed using an auxiliary field Ω. The physical sense of this field is that it peeks up the parity partner for each right -handed spinor in a way that formally respects the chiral symmetry of the theory.
IV. Z SYMMETRY
Here we follow the analysis of [16, 17, 18] . Within the Standard Model for any path C, we may calculate the elementary parallel transporters
where C, A, and B are correspondingly SU (3), SU (2) and U (1) gauge fields of the Standard Model. The parallel transporter correspondent to each fermion of the Standard Model is the product of the elementary ones listed above. Therefore, the elementary parallel transporters are encountered in the theory only in the following combinations: e −2iθ ; U e −iθ ; Γ U e i 3 θ ; Γ e − 2i 3 θ ; Γ e 4i 3 θ . It can be easily seen [16] that all the listed combinations are invariant under the following Z 6 transformations:
where N is an arbitrary integer number. This symmetry allows to define the Standard Model with the gauge group
It is worth mentioning that the additional discrete symmetry is rather restrictive. Namely, for the Standard Model the requirement that the fermion parallel transporters are invariant under Z 6 gives the condition for the choice of the representations that are allowed for the Standard Model fermions. Say, the left -handed SU (2) doublets with zero hypercharge are forbidden.
The nature of the given additional symmetry is related to the centers Z 3 and Z 2 of SU (3) and SU (2). This symmetry connects the centers of SU (2) and SU (3) subgroups of the gauge group. We suggest the following way to continue this symmetry to the Hypercolor extension of the Standard Model.
We connect the center of the Hypercolor group to the centers of SU (3) and SU (2). Let SU (K) be the Hypercolor group. Then the transformation (5) is generalized to [18] 
Here Π K is the SU (K) parallel transporter. We construct our model in such a way that the parallel transporters correspondent to the new fermions of the theory are invariant under (6) . The resulting symmetry is denoted by Z and enters expression (1).
V. FARHI -SUSSKIND MODEL
Now let us consider the second four rows in (2) . We suggest them in the form that represents SU (4) FarhiSusskind model of Technicolor [13] . In this model the number of fermions is fixed, the U (1) anomaly is absent but the hypercharge assignment is not fixed. In order to make a choice we apply the continuation of the Z 6 symmetry found in the Standard Model.
We choose the hypercharge assignment here in such a way that: 1. Mass terms for the fermions proportional to Ψ + (t,r)PΨ(t, −r) are invariant under Electromagnetic U (1). Therefore
2. Chiral anomaly should vanish. There are several types of the triangle anomaly [20] . Namely, in addition to the anomaly that may appear in the Standard Model there may appear the anomaly of the following types:
The anomaly of the first type is absent because the number of left -handed fermions is equal to the number of the right -handed ones while both types of fermions belong to the fundamental representation of SU (4).
The anomaly of the second type is absent because
The anomaly of the third type is absent because
The anomaly of the fourth type is absent if
The anomaly of the fifth type is absent if
This means that the sum of the hypercharge over the left -handed doublets should be equal to zero:
3. The model should be invariant under the continuation of the Z 6 symmetry of the Standard Model. Therefore, we come to the following equations:
As a result the hypercharge assignment is the following [18] . In the 5 -th row there are two elements with Y 4 = . Again, in these two rows K is the same as before.
For the definiteness let us list here the fermions for the choice K = 0.
In the list (15) we have specified the Standard Model fermions and the Farhi -Susskind model fermions. If the sequence (1) is restricted by these models only, the gauge group of the theory would be
The correspondence between our notations and the conventional ones is the following (we consider the first generation only):
It is worth mentioning that the fermions of the first generation listed here do not diagonalize the mass matrix (see discussion of the fermion masses below). Instead the certain linear combinations of the listed fermions diagonalize the mass matrix thus giving rise to mixing angles and flavor changing amplitudes.
VI. FERMION MASSES
In our construction we suppose that the formation of fermion masses is not related to the chiral symmetry breaking due to the SU (4) interactions. One may suppose, for example, that the fermion masses appear at the energies much higher than the energies at which the Hypercolor tower works. Let us suppose that massless fermion is flying through a gas of objects such that inside them the transition between the states related by parity conjugation may occur. In particular, processes like that may happen within the objects, such that their interior is organized in an unusual way. Namely, suppose, that inside that objects the transformation that is seen from outside as a space inversion may happen continuously. These objects, in turn, may have an origin of gravitational nature. Probably, objects like that may belong to a class of black holes supplemented by quantum effects.
Let the density of such objects be of the order of Λ g . Let the amplitude of the transition Ψ → PΨ be proportional to the dimensionless constant β. Then it can be easily calculated that the massless fermion becomes massive with the mass of the order of m Ψ ∼ β while the density of technifermions that are condensed in vacuum is of the order of Λ T C . So, the SM fermion masses are proportional to
. However, in our consideration we suppose that the given mechanism happens due to the physics at the scales Λ h that may be extremely large. Λ h may even be of the order of Plank mass. We do not require existence of the processes like ETC transition between quarks and techniquarks. Therefore, our Hypercolor model does not suffer from the problems specific for ETC models.
In order to incorporate the fermion masses to the theory we simply introduce the mass term in the action in the following way. Let us denote the right -handed fermions from the first column of (2) 
, where α is the collection of indices of the subgroups of (1) while a enumerates generations. The pair (α, a) that identifies the fermion is denoted by A. We denote the right -handed fermions from the second column of (2) 
Here the sum is over the rows of (2) to which U and D belong. The sum over a, b, and α is also implied. Before diagonalization the mass matrices M U and M D have block -diagonal forms. Each block corresponds to a certain collection of Hypercolor subgroups of (1) that act on the correspondent fermion states. Both M U and M D can always be made diagonal (with real elements) via U (N ) L ⊗ U (N ) R rotations together with the suitable redefinition of the θ -parameters in the SU (N ) theta terms of the action:
That's why in the charged weak currents the mixing matrix [K
appears that contains the usual CKM matrix of the Standard Model.
Starting from the theory with diagonal real mass matrix using U (N ) transformations we can always bring the theory to the form, in which mixing is absent while the mass matrix is not diagonal but Hermitian. Namely, we can use the transformation
where K (19) is not accompanied by the shift in θ -parameter of SU (N ) theta -term for any N . Below we always imply that matrices M U and M D are Hermitian. It is well -known that in such form of the theory the θ parameter for SU (3) is negligible. The understanding of the reason why it is so is the subject of the so -called strong CP problem of QCD. In our model we also imply that the θ parameters for SU (N ) subgroups of (1) vanish while the mass matrix is Hermitian. In this language the analogue of the strong CP problem of QCD is: Why is the mass matrix Hermitian while the theta -terms are absent.
Actually, we do not try to give the answer to this question at the present moment. We can only say, that if our supposition is correct and the mass matrix is indeed Hermitian (while the theta -terms are absent), its hermitian nature must originate from the energies at which (as described above) the transition between the left -handed and the right -handed fermions occurs. Suppose that the amplitude of such process for the transformation of the fermion ψ L to the fermion φ R is A ψL→φR . On this language the hermitian nature of the mass matrix means that the amplitude of the process ψ R → φ L is the same: A ψR→φL = A ψL→φR . At the same time due to (18) the amplitude of the inverse process is given by the complex conjugate value: A φR→ψL = A φL→ψR = A * ψL→φR = A * ψR→φL . The mass matrix as described by (18) does not contain Majorana mass term for the neutral right -handed neutrinos. In principle, this term can be added to the model without causing any problems. It should have the form
, where a and b indicate generations. Its high energy origin should differ from that of the Dirac mass term. Namely, Majorana mass term is related to the transformation of the right -handed neutrinos to their antiparticles. (As described above the Dirac mass term is related to the transformation of the fermion to its parity partner.) Further we do not focus on this question and imply that the model can be updated if necessary in order to provide neutrino masses in a proper way.
VII. THE SPONTANEOUS BREAKDOWN OF CHIRAL SYMMETRY
Let us suppose here that SU (4) group is confining and gives rise to chiral symmetry breaking. (Later we shall discuss the conditions under which this happens.) Then the vacuum alignment [21] works in such a way that the chiral condensates must be proportional to the only explicit SU (2) variable Ω.
Let us define the field Φ as follows
where A, B enumerate left handed fermions (Y A , Y B are their hypercharges). Right handed fermions Ψ B YB +1 belong to the first column of (2) while Ψ B YB −1 belong to the second column. In the previous section we defined index A as a pair (α, a), where α is the collection of SU (K) indices (SU (K) is a subgroup of (1)) while a enumerates generations. In this section the SU (4) indices are ignored in this collection as we describe the effective theory, which appears after Technicolor gauge field is integrated out. We imply the mass matrix is diagonal in SU (4) index. In (20) summation over SU (4) index is implied. Below we omit indices A and B and imply that Φ i j is N × N matrix for each i and j.Then the mass term in the action can be written as
Here the mass matrix is
If all interactions but the Technicolor and the fermion masses are switched off, then the Technicolor theory has the symmetry
where N is the whole number of the left handed doublets (A, B = 1, ..., N ). U (1) V acts identically on left -handed and right handed fermions. (U (1) A is not a quantum symmetry due to the anomaly.) The effective action is
where the potential V (Φ) has the form
In the above expressions κ, and c k are unknown constants. The derivative D contains all gauge fields but the Technicolor field. M is the mass matrix. The terms with higher derivatives and higher powers of Φ (for example, those that contain terms with the determinant) are not relevant at low enough energies.
The physical processes described by (23) happen within the regions of space with the typical size mT . The energy ǫ in the processes to be described by (23) must be much less than the scale of δΦ. This is needed in order to neglect nonlocal terms with higher powers of the derivatives. That's why, (23) may be relevant for
1/3 . In particular, for m T ∼ 1000 Tev, Λ T C ∼ 1 Tev we would have ǫ << 100 Gev while for m T ∼ 10 Tev one should require ǫ << 300 Gev. At the energies of the order of the Electroweak scale ∼ 100 Gev such extra massive technifermions must not enter the effective action in the form (23) . Actually, the correspondent bilinear forms Φ defined in (20) are suppressed by the factors mT ΛT C . That's why effective action (23) contains the field Φ composed of only those technifermions, the masses of which is of the order of 1 Tev and smaller. Therefore, fluctuations of Φ can be estimated as δΦ ∼ Λ 3 T C . Thus higher derivatives in (23) are suppressed at the energies ǫ << Λ T C . Under the same condition one can also neglect higher powers of Φ in (24) . (The terms with the powers of Φ up to the fourth are needed in order to provide nonzero vacuum average of Φ.)
It is worth mentioning that (24) is invariant under the chiral U (1) A if M = 0. This is relevant at ǫ << Λ T C only. At ǫ ∼ Λ T C the terms should appear that violate U (1) A (in particular, the term that contains det Φ). The situation here differs from that of the QCD with two or three light quarks. There the effective potential contains the determinant of Φ already at the energies much less than Λ QCD as the determinant contains the second and the third powers of Φ respectively. In our case the expected number of technifermions with masses around 1 Tev is larger than 4. That's why the determinant contains higher powers of Φ.
The first term in the effective action gives masses for W and Z bosons. The next terms resolve the vacuum alignment problem. The true vacuum corresponds to the minimum of the potential V (Φ). (We neglect here the perturbations due to the Standard Model interactions and the SU (K) Hypercolor interactions for K > 4.)
In
are eigenvalues of M; no sum over j is implied in the definition of M). Let the effective potential for the field Φ has the simplified form with c 3 = 0:
It is clear that the vacuum value of Φ is proportional to M. Thus
where f is the solution of the equation:
In particular, if
3 ))M. Rough estimates show, however, that this limiting case is not too realistic. Λ T C is to be of the order of 1 Tev. This is due to the estimate of the weak gauge boson masses:
So, in this case the technifermion masses are somewhere around 100 Gev, or even less. This situation cannot be considered as realistic. That's why we expect that the masses of the technifermions are to be of the order of Λ T C ∼ 1 Tev. For any relation between technifermion masses and Λ T C due to (26) we have
Now we come back to the general case of N = 1 and the effective action (24) . Minimum of the effective potential is achieved at the vacuum value Φ vac . Let us introduce the SU (2N ) index a = (A, i) . Both M 
Using SU (2N ) L,R rotations we can always make the mass matrix diagonal. Let us denote its diagonal elements m i . It is easy to understand, that the matrix Φ vac also becomes diagonal. We denote its diagonal elements φ i . Thus (29) leads to
In particular, in case
<< 1 we have We . Then the technipion condensate vanishes:
The physical sense of (32) is trivial. It means that the Technicolor vacuum is invariant under the space inversion. The next step in the consideration of the vacuum alignment would be to take into account small perturbations due to the Standard Model interactions (and due to the other interactions corresponding to the subgroups of (1)). It was found in [21] that due to the Standard Model interactions the conventional form of the chiral condensate appears. We suppose, that the higher subgroups of (1) do not introduce anything new. Up to this assumption we come to the conclusion that in our case Technicolor breaks the Electroweak symmetry properly.
VIII. THE FURTHER CONTINUATION
The next step of our investigation is the analysis of the sequence (15) . Let us notice that the second two rows are actually the copy of the first two rows supplemented by an additional SU (3) index. Next, the second four rows are again the copy of the first four rows supplemented by an additional SU (4) index. Let us suppose that this process is repeated infinitely. Then, the next 8 rows in the sequence are added in the form:
Again, we choose the hypercharge assignment in such a way that: 1. Mass terms for the fermions proportional to Ψ + (t,r)PΨ(t, −r) are invariant under Electromagnetic U (1). Therefore
2. Chiral anomaly should vanish. The consideration is similar to that of section 5. Namely, there may appear the new anomalies of the following types:
The anomaly of the first type vanishes because the number of left -handed fermions is equal to the number of the right -handed ones while both types of fermions belong to the fundamental representation of SU (5).
The anomalies of the second, the third, and the fourth types vanish due to (34). The anomalies of the fifth and the sixth types vanish if the sum of the hypercharge over left -handed doublets is zero. Thus The solution is Here K 532 , K 542 , K 532 are arbitrary integer numbers.
IX. HIGHER HYPERCOLOR GROUPS
In this section we derive the hypercharge assignment for all fermions of our model. We require that the chiral anomaly is absent and the additional Z symmetry is preserved. Actually, the fact that there exists such a solution is nontrivial. A priory it is not clear that it is possible to satisfy both requirements simultaneously.
Let us continue the sequence (33) infinitely. It has the form:
Now we require that the chiral anomaly is absent while the gauge group is (1), where Z is defined by (6) . Below we prove that the necessary hypercharge assignment is
where θ(x) = 1 for x > 0; θ(x) = 0 for x ≤ 0. In the second row M ≥ 1. For any K integer numbers N i1i2i3...iM−1iM 2 entering (40) must satisfy the equation
Here the sum is over any (unordered) sets of different integer numbers i, j, ..., l such that 2 < i, j, ..., l < K. The proof is as follows. First of all, if (6) is the symmetry of the theory then the recursion relations take place:
where M Kij...l2 is an integer number. Let us require that for any K
This means that the chiral anomaly is absent even if the sequence (1) is ended at the SU (K) factor with any value of K. Namely. there may appear the new anomalies of the following types:
The anomaly of the first type vanishes because the number of left -handed fermions is equal to the number of the right -handed ones while both types of fermions belong to the fundamental representation of SU (N ). Here we used the identity
The derivation of (46) is as follows. Suppose that (46) is valid for a certain number of K (this is evident, for example, for K = 4). Then
From (45) it is clear that for K > 3 it is always possible to choose one of the values M Kij...l2 in such a way that (43) is satisfied. The same statement for K = 3 is also valid as follows from the consideration of the Standard Model. Let us know introduce the following notations:
The relations that define the fermion hypercharges can be rewritten in the following way:
Here integer numbers M ′ Kij...l2 are chosen in such a way that
Finally we come to the solution of (43) in the form (40). In particular, the choice N i1i2i3...iM−1iM 2 = 0 corresponds to
Thus the additional symmetry (6) fixes the hypercharge assignment up to the choice of integer numbers N i1i2i3...iM−1iM 2 such that (41) is satisfied. We cannot eliminate this uncertainty at this stage.
X. THE RELATION BETWEEN THE DISCRETE Z SYMMETRY AND THE MONOPOLE CONTENT
OF THE UNIFIED MODEL.
In the previous sections we apply the additional Z symmetry to the construction of the Hypercolor model. The main reason for us to do so is that the Z 6 symmetry of the Standard Model seems to us so peculiar, that we expect it must be present in a certain form in the completion of the Standard Model. Of course, the form (6) of the continuation of this symmetry is just our supposition.
The observability of the additional Z symmetry of the Hypercolor model must be related to the topological objects existing within the more fundamental theory that has our tower of Hypercolor groups as a description of the low energy approximation. Let us consider the construction of the monopole configuration (see, for example, [17] ) of the hypothetical Unified model.
We fix the closed surface Σ in 4-dimensional space R 4 . For any closed loop C, which winds around this surface, we may calculate the Wilson loops
, and e iθ = exp(i C B µ dx µ ), where H K , C, A, and B are correspondingly SU (K), SU (3), SU (2) and U (1) gauge fields of the model. In the usual realization of the Hypercolor model with the gauge group ... ⊗ SU (3) ⊗ SU (2) ⊗ U (1) such Wilson loops should tend to unity, when the length of C tends to zero (|C| → 0). However, in the ...⊗ SU (3)⊗ SU (2)⊗ U (1)/Z gauge theory the following values of the Wilson loops are allowed at |C| → 0:
where N ∈ Z. Then the surface Σ may carry
Any configuration with the singularity of the type (53) could be eliminated via a singular gauge transformation. Therefore the appearance of such configurations in the theory with the gauge group ... ⊗ SU (3) ⊗ SU (2) ⊗ U (1)/Z does not influence the dynamics. Now let us consider an open surface Σ. Let the small vicinity of its boundary U (∂Σ) represent a point -like soliton state of the unified theory. This means that the fields of the Hypercolor model are defined now everywhere except U (∂Σ). Let us consider such a configuration, that for infinitely small contours C (winding around Σ) the mentioned above Wilson loops are expressed as in (53). For N = 0 it is not possible to expand the definition of such a configuration to U (∂Σ). However, this could become possible within the unified model if the gauge group of the Hypercolor model ... ⊗ SU (3) ⊗ SU (2) ⊗ U (1)/Z is embedded into the simply connected group H. This follows immediately from the fact that any closed loop in such H can be deformed smoothly to a point and this point could be moved to unity. Actually, for such H we have Using an analogy with t'Hooft -Polyakov monopoles [22] we can estimate masses of the monopole of the hypothetical Unified theory (in the presence of Z symmetry) as
In this sum the term corresponding to SU (K) is absent if N/K ∈ Z because in this case the monopole does not carry SU (K)/Z K flux. Here Λ h is the Unification scale and πN is the Hypercolor flux carried by the monopole. It is worth mentioning that the usual magnetic flux of the given monopoles is 2π. This follows simply from the expression for the Electromagnetic field through the SU (2) field A and the hypercharge field B:
The mentioned above monopoles have nontrivial SU (2)/Z 2 flux that cancels the hypercharge flux within the second term of (55). That's why their usual flux (with respect to the Electromagnetic U (1)) corresponds only to the first term in (55) and is equal to 2π. If hypercharge flux is proportional to 2π then the monopole must not necessarily carry SU (2)/Z 2 flux. In this case the field A 3 does not give any contribution to the Electromagnetic flux. And the monopole may carry the usual magnetic flux proportional to 4π cos 2 θ W due to both terms of (55). Let us suppose that at the Unification scale all couplings become close to each other:
In general case this is not necessarily so. For example, in the models of the so -called Petite
Unification that occurs at a Tev scale the gauge couplings are not close to each other [23] .) We also suppose that the sequence (1) is ended at the Hypercolor group SU (K max ). Then
So, we come to the conclusion that in case the Z symmetry is present the appearance of monopoles in a hypothetical Unified theory is highly suppressed.
Let us now consider the case, when the gauge group of the Hypercolor tower is G = ... ⊗ SU (5) ⊗ SU (4) ⊗ SU (3) ⊗ SU (2) ⊗ U (1) while the sequence of fermions is still given by (39). The hypercharge assignment is such that any of the subgroups of Z is not a symmetry of the theory. We again suppose that the hypercharges of the fermions are rational numbers P Q with integer P and Q, and the maximal value of Q is Q max . The hypercharge of the lefthanded quarks is 
In the case, when a certain subgroup of Z serves as a symmetry group given by the hypercharge assignment of (39), the minimal monopole mass may be larger than (57). And if this subgroup contains Z 2 then the monopoles may appear that carry usual magnetic flux proportional to Z 2 . In order to increase the minimal monopole mass one may increase Q max or to make larger and larger subgroup of Z the symmetry of the theory. That's why the requirement that the whole Z is the symmetry is one of the ways to suppress monopoles (although, not the only one).
For the definiteness, let us demonstrate how, in principle, the Technicolor and the Standard Model interactions may be unified in a common gauge group. Here we do not consider higher Hypercolor groups and follow the construction suggested in [18] . We do not discuss the details of the breakdown mechanism and how the chiral anomaly cancellation is provided within the given scheme of Unification. Our aim here is to demonstrate how the additional discrete symmetry (6) may appear during the breakdown of Unified gauge symmetry.
Let SU (10) be the Unified gauge group. The breakdown pattern is SU (10)
We suppose that at low energies the SU (10) 
The fermions of each generation Ψ i1...iN j1...jK carry indices i k of the fundamental representation of SU (10) and the indices j k of the conjugate representation. They may be identified with the Standard Model fermions and FarhiSusskind fermions as follows (we consider here the first generation only):
Here the charge conjugation is defined as follows:
In principle the fermion content of the Unified model should be chosen in such a way that the anomalies are cancelled. Moreover, some physics should be added in order to provide "unnecessary" fermions with the masses well above 1 Tev scale. Besides, one must construct the unambiguous theory in such a way that at low energies the parallel transporters indeed have the form (58). Let us suppose that this program is fulfilled. Then all parallel transporters in the theory are invariant under (6) in a natural way. The gauge group SU (10) is simply connected. That's why the Unified theory should contain monopole -like topological objects. As it was already mentioned, their masses and magnetic fluxes are related essentially to the Z symmetry.
XI. DYNAMICS
Now let us consider the dynamics of Technicolor. It is related in a usual way to the number of fermions N f . Namely, the beta -function in one loop approximation has the form:
2 K, the one loop calculation indicates asymptotic freedom. The two -loop calculations [10] indicate that the chiral symmetry breaking occurs at
This is required for the appearance of gauge boson masses.
In our model we have three generations of Farhi -Susskind technifermions. Therefore, their number is 24 > 4N T C = 16. However, it is important that only such technifermions enter (61), the masses of which are of the order of Λ T C and smaller (Λ T C is the SU (4) analogue of Λ QCD ). Therefore, we suppose that the masses of the third generation technifermions and, probably, the masses of some of the second generation technifermions are essentially larger, than the Technicolor scale. We also assume that the masses of the fermions that carry the indices of higher Hypercolor groups are essentially larger than the Technicolor scale. So, they do not affect the Technicolor dynamics. Thus the SU (4) interactions lead to the chiral symmetry breaking and provide W and Z bosons with their masses.
If the number of fermions approach N c ∼ 4N T C , then the behavior of the model becomes close to conformal. In this case the effective charge becomes walking instead of running [24] . So, in our case (two generations of fermions for N T C = 4) the behavior of the technicolor may be close to conformal. It may not be conformal if the fermions of the second generation are also extra massive.
As for the higher Hypercolor groups, already for SU (5) interactions the number of the first generation hyperfermions (fermions carrying SU (5) index) is 2(1 + 3 + 4 + 12) = 40 > 55 2 = 27.5. We suppose their masses are close to each other. That's why the Hypercolor forces at K > 4 are not asymptotic free, and do not confine. As a result the Landau pole is present in their effective charges. This means that our model does not have a rigorous continuum limit, and should be considered as a finite cutoff model. At the energies of the order of this cutoff the new theory should appear that incorporates the Hypercolor tower as an effective low energy theory. In principle, this scale may be extremely large, even of the order of Plank mass depending on the value of g 
XII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we present the construction of the ulltraviolet completion of the Standard Model. This completion is organized as a tower of Hypercolor gauge theories with the common gauge group G = ... ⊗ SU (5) ⊗ SU (4) ⊗ SU (3) ⊗ SU (2) ⊗ U (1)/Z. The fermions of the model may carry indices from the fundamental representation of any SU (N ) subgroup of the gauge group G. (Index of each representation may appear only once.) In addition we require that the SU (2) subgroup acts only on the left -handed spinors. Then the only uncertainty is the hypercharge assignment. In order to fix the hypercharges of the fermions we first suppose that there exists a one -to one correspondence between the left -handed and the right handed fermions. This correspondence is related to parity conjugation. The definition of the parity conjugation uses an auxiliary SU (2) field. The unitary gauge can always be fixed, which gives to the left -handed doublets their conventional Standard Model form. So, for any set of SU (N ) indices there exist two right -handed fermions and one left -handed fermion. Next, in order to fix their hypercharges we require that the Z 6 symmetry of the Standard Model is continued to the Hypercolor tower. We choose this continuation in the form (6) . The resulting discrete symmetry Z fixes hypercharge of each hyperfermion up to an arbitrary integer number. We prove that an additional constraint may be imposed on these integer numbers such that the chiral anomaly is absent even if the sequence (1) is ended at any rang of the Hypercolor SU (N ) subgroups.
The main reason why we apply the additional Z symmetry to the construction of the model is that we guess the Z 6 symmetry of the Standard Model cannot appear accidentally, and it should be continued in a certain way to the more fundamental theory. Of course, our choice (6) is just one of the possible ways of this continuation. Besides, we may suppose that their exists the more fundamental theory that has our Hypercolor tower as a low energy approximation. Then, its monopole content has a deep relation to the discrete Z symmetry. Namely, all Hypercolor subgroups are involved in the formation of monopole configurations if the additional Z symmetry is present.
The dynamics of the theory is organized in such a way that the SU (4) interactions are confining, provide chiral symmetry breaking, and give rise to the masses of W and Z bosons. In order to provide necessary properties of the SU (4) interactions we suppose that the third generation technifermions (and the hyperfermions of higher Hypercolor groups) have masses much larger than the Technicolor scale ∼ 1 Tev. The higher Hypercolor interactions are not confining. The theory admits Landau poles in their effective charges. The correspondent energy scale may, however, be extremely large, in principle, it may be even of the order of Plank mass.
The essential feature of our model is that the fermion mass formation is not related to the transformation of technifermions into the other physical states. We suppose the fermion masses are generated at the energies much higher than the Technicolor scale. In order to incorporate fermion masses to the theory we use the auxiliary scalar SU (2) field. The action does not contain dynamical term with the derivatives of this field. The only place in the action, where this field appears is the fermion mass term. That's why this auxiliary field does not cause the well known problems of the usual Standard Model Higgs sector with the dynamical scalar field.
The Hypercolor model described in this paper may be related to the following picture of fundamental forces at the energies above 1 Tev. We can consider an analogy to the Condensed Matter systems, where no detailed description of microscopic physics is known. Nevertheless, in such systems the simple excitations and their interactions may be described in an elegant and simple way. Symmetry properties play an important role in such a description. Our tower of Hypercolor gauge groups may play the role of such effective description of an unknown microscopic physics, that is to appear above 1 Tev. From this point of view the appearance of all gauge groups SU (N ) with any N and all possible fermions from their fundamental representations is quite natural.
